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Context: This paper analyses a sub-contractor specification in the mobile handset domain.
Objective: The objective is to understand how quality requirements are specified and which types of
requirements exist in a requirements specification from industry.
Method: The case study is performed in the mobile handset domain, where a requirements specification
was analyzed by categorizing and characterizing the pertaining requirements.
Results: The requirements specification is written in structured natural language with unique identifiers
for the requirements. Of the 2178 requirements, 827 (38%) are quality requirements. Of the quality
requirements, 56% are quantified, i.e., having a direct metric in the requirement. The variation across
the different sub-domains within the requirements specification is large.
Conclusion: The findings from this study suggest that methods for quality requirements need to encom-
pass many aspects to comprehensively support working with quality requirements. Solely focusing on,
for example, quantification of quality requirements might overlook important requirements since there
are many quality requirements in the studied specification where quantification is not appropriate.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Software has become a substantial part of both industrial and
consumer products, and as a consequence, the complexity of the
software has escalated. Hence, requirements engineering (RE) is a
cornerstone in software development, and central for success [1].
A software product’s characteristics are determined by both func-
tional requirements (FRs) and quality requirements (also called
non-functional requirements) [2]. A FR specifies what the system
should perform, while quality requirements (QRs) specify how well
it should be performed [2], for example, ‘‘it shall not take longer than
1 second to open the web browser application’’.

To increase the chance of market success, it is important not
only to develop a software product that meets customers’ require-
ments and expectations, but also offers high value for the software
development company as well as for the customers. Hence QR are a
key concern throughout the software lifecycle [3,4]. Therefore, QR
can be seen as a key competitive advantage [5]. However, despite
the importance of QR, it is generally acknowledged that QR are dif-
ficult to capture and specify. Several studies, e.g., [2,7,6,8–11] have
identified challenges of QR as: difficult to elicit, often poorly under-
stood, generally stated informally in a non-quantifiable manner,
where QR should be documented, and difficulties to get attention
for QR.
ll rights reserved.
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If methods for managing QR are considered immature or even
unusable by industrial practitioners e.g. due to problems with sca-
lability [12], they are not likely to advance current practice. A first
step towards developing effective and efficient methods for QR is
to understand in more detail the problems faced in industry. The
importance of well specified and quantified QR have been recog-
nized in the literature. For example, Berntsson Svensson et al. dis-
covered that the difficulties in prioritizing QR are related to, e.g.,
well specified and quantified QR [12], while Jacobs reported that
the introduction of a new method with focus on QR and quantifica-
tion of QR, enabled test cases to be based on measurements instead
of being untestable [10].

However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has actually
looked into a requirements specification in industry to analyze
how QR are specified, in particular how QR are quantified, and
which types of requirements exists in a requirements specification
from industry. This paper presents the results of a case study that
includes data collected through a requirements specification that
consists of 2178 requirements from a market-driven development
case company. After an early analysis of the requirements specifi-
cation, a short paper [13] was presented at a workshop. This paper
extends our previous report on preliminary findings [13] with
more in-depth description of the requirements specification and
account of research methodology, as well as a more thorough anal-
ysis, discussion, conclusions, and examples of requirements. The
study focuses on understanding QR and how they are specified,
in particular how metrics are used in an industrial requirements
specification within a market-driven company developing
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embedded systems. The goal is not to test a specific theory or treat-
ment, but to understand a specific phenomenon, namely the
requirements specification of QR in a real world industrial situa-
tion. Hence, the chosen research approach is open-ended, explor-
atory, and qualitative research [14].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the background and related work are presented. The case company
is presented in Section 3, while the research methodology is de-
scribed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the results and relates
the findings to previous studies, and Section 6 gives a summary
of the main conclusions.

2. Related work

Research in the area of QR has concentrated on modeling and
representation of QR. However, research related to specification,
classification, and measurement of QR are also introduced in the
literature.

Borg et al. investigated the management of QR in two develop-
ment organizations [7]. The results show that QR are discovered
too late, or not discovered at all; difficulties in prioritization of
QR; and difficulties to estimate the cost of implementing QR, and
to quantify QR. In another study, Grimshaw and Draper conducted
four case studies with an attempt to focus on the QR determination
process and improve the understanding of structured methodolo-
gies in that process [15]. Grimshaw and Draper found that QR
are often overlooked, methodologies for QR do not help in the elic-
itation process, and there is a lack of consensus about QR [15]. Lu-
bars et al. conducted a field study on requirements modeling and
found that the rationale of performance requirements is not always
obvious, and that usability requirements should not be docu-
mented in the requirements specification [16]. In another survey,
Kamsties et al. found that requirements are too vague to test,
and challenges related to specification of usability requirements
were identified [17]. In Berntsson Svensson et al., three important
challenges of QR were highlighted: (1) how to get QR into the pro-
jects when FR are prioritized, (2) how to know when the quality le-
vel is good enough (i.e., should, e.g. the performance be 2.0 s, 2.2 s,
or 1.5 s), and (3) how to achieve testable QR [18]. Moreover, in an-
other study by Berntsson Svensson et al., the results show that QR
are sometimes specified in a quantifiable manner [6].

In the literature there are several suggestions of how QR should
be elicited. Cysneiros and Leite argue that QR should not be dealt
within the scope of FR because QR require a more detailed reason-
ing [19]. On the other hand, Doerr et al. argue that the elicitation of
QR, FR, and the architecture must be intertwined because the
refinement of QR is not possible without detailed FR and architec-
ture [20]. In addition, Hassenzhal et al. argue that it is important to
gather different aspects such as QR, design approach, and the rela-
tionships among them to ensure a basic understanding of the de-
sign problem [21].

Several studies have addressed the perceived importance of dif-
ferent types of QR. Johansson et al. found that reliability was iden-
tified by a multitude of stakeholders to be the most important QR
[22], which was also identified as the most important QR for intra-
net applications by Leung [23]. Sibisi and Waveren [24] reported
functionality as the most important one for two projects, while
[25] identified usability requirements as the top QR type. In Bern-
tsson Svensson et al., types of QR were studied from two perspec-
tives, business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C)
[6]. The results show that safety and performance requirements
are the two most important QR for B2B companies, while usability
and performance requirements were the most important ones for
B2C companies.

In the literature, only two methods for specifying measurable
QR have been empirically evaluated [26], the Gilb style method
[10] and the QUPER model [27]. Jacobs introduced and evaluated
the Gilb style method at a case company [10]. To make QR measur-
able, concepts such as scale (the unit in which the requirement
should be measured) and meter (how the measurement will be
performed) were used. The method puts a focus on QR and a com-
mon understanding of QR was considered as crucial. By using the
concept of meter, it was found that test cases were already defined
during the RE phase. The QUPER model [27] has two main con-
cepts: breakpoints and barriers. A breakpoint is an important aspect
of the non-linear relation between quality and benefit, while barri-
ers represent an interesting aspect of the non-linear relation be-
tween quality and cost. The two concepts of breakpoints and
barriers provide three views: (1) the benefit view, (2) the cost view,
and (3) the roadmap view. Quality indicators are identified to mea-
sure the aspects of quality of interests, where a level of benefit of-
fered by competitors are looked at. This information is used to plan
needed level of quality for future release of the software product.

Al-Kilidar et al. evaluated the ISO/IEC 9126 [28] standard in
terms of its ability to quantify and measure the quality attributes
of a software design [29]. The results show that the ‘‘common lan-
guage’’ proposed by ISO/IEC9126 did not have a standard interpre-
tation. The authors argue that ISO/IEC 9126, in its present form,
does not achieve any of its objectives. Moreover, Berntsson Svens-
son et al. found that there may be a possible mismatch between
the established academic interpretation of quality characteristics
of ISO/IEC9126 and the industrial interpretation of it [18].
3. Case company description

The case study is conducted at a case company that develops
software and hardware for the mobile handset market. The case
company has more than 5000 employees and develops their prod-
ucts, about 20–40 unique mobile phone models each year, for a
global and competitive market where several millions of phones
are sold each year. The individual products are developed on a
common platform using a product line approach [30]. Hence, QR
are mainly specified for the platform instead of for individual prod-
ucts. The case company has several consecutive releases of a plat-
form (a common code base of the product line) where each of them
is the basis for one or more products that reuse the platform’s func-
tionality and qualities. The case company has two types of plat-
form releases, a major and a minor release. A major release has a
lead-time between two and three years from start to launch, and
the focus is on functionality growth and quality improvements of
the product portfolio. Minor platform releases usually focus on
the platform’s adaptations to different products. Various sub-con-
tractors develop parts of the platform.

This case study investigates a requirement specification, which
is described in the following subsection, given to a sub-contractor
of the case company. This particular sub-contractor provides mo-
bile platform technology for integration into mobile products.
However, the sub-contractor does not only provide mobile plat-
forms to the case company, they provide platforms to the case
company, but to their competitors as well.
3.1. The requirements specification

The sub-contractor specification contains requirements in dif-
ferent sub-domains, which in practice can be seen as a collection
of several independent specifications for different sub-domains.
The different sub-domains, which range from being very hardware
centric to pure software sub-domains with several experts in each
sub-domain and little overlap of the expertise across sub-domains,
are presented in Table 7 in Appendix A. Hence, the different sub-
domains can more or less be viewed as independent specifications,
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written by different practitioners at different points in time and
with different ways of specifying requirements. In total, the
requirements specification contains 2178 requirements, including
both hardware and software requirements, as well as functional
and quality requirements. The requirements specification is writ-
ten in English using natural language where a typical requirement
consists of 1–5 sentences, and the requirements specification is
structured hierarchically. The QR range from being pure hardware
to pure software related. The requirements specification is focused
on enabling technologies rather than end-user requirements as the
specification in question is for the core platform, and not for end-
user applications. The requirements specification is reused over
time. New requirements have continuously been added, while ob-
solete requirements have been removed.

The sub-contractor uses the specification as the basis for a
statement of compliance in the negotiation process with the case
company. The specification has been used over a longer period of
time for several generations of platforms. Hence, the requirements
have been reviewed and used extensively over the years and across
several releases. Furthermore, sub-domain experts, usually be-
tween 2–10 experts in each sub-domain, write the different
requirements that are associated with each sub-domain.

4. Research methodology

The investigation presented in this paper was carried out using
a qualitative research approach, namely a case study [31]. Qualita-
tive research aims to investigate and understand phenomena with-
in its real life context [32]. A qualitative research approach is useful
when the purpose is to explore an area of interest, and when the
aim is to improve the understanding of phenomena [31,32]. The
purpose of this study is to gain in-depth understanding of how
QR are specified, in particular, how metrics are used in an indus-
trial requirements specification within market-driven embedded
system companies. Due to the focus of this study, an exploratory
case study methodology was chosen since case studies are an in-
depth investigation of phenomena on a specific case. In addition,
in the case of an exploratory case study, little knowledge about
the phenomena is available; hence the study aims at identifying
propositions and hypotheses, which can be used in forthcoming
confirmative research and empirical studies, such as case studies,
of QR. Our approach was to explore how QR are specified without
preconceived hypotheses aiming for an unbiased understanding of
the case [14]. The research questions in Table 1 provided the focus
for the empirical investigation.

As the focus of this study is how QR are specified, a require-
ments specification (archival data [31]) was analyzed in depth, also
called content analysis [32]. Content analysis is a method for ana-
lyzing and interpreting data [14,32]. The focus of content analysis
is to gather information and generate findings. The gathered infor-
mation (content) can be any written information and different cat-
egories containing content are constructed for analysis. After the
content has been gathered and categories been constructed, it is
analyzed and conclusions based on the content is reported. All
three authors examined the categories, first individually and then
Table 1
Research questions.

Research questions (RQ)

RQ1: How are quality requirements distributed in a requirements
specification?

RQ2: How are quality requirements specified, especially how are they
quantified?

RQ3: What different types of quality requirements exist in a requirements
specification?
together in a workshop setting. The category analysis included
examination of the content from different perspectives. One
advantage of using archival data is that access to the authors of
the requirements specification is not needed. Hence, the analysis
in this study is based on the requirements specification alone,
along with the experience of the researchers.

4.1. Data collection and analysis

Since an exploratory methodology [32] was used in this re-
search, no pre-defined categories were used during data collection
and analysis. At the start of the analysis, much focus and attention
were given to the development of a good categorization of the
requirements. We started out without a defined set of categories
since we did not want to limit the categorization in the beginning.
Therefore, the first steps of the categorization were used to come
up with a set of suitable categorize. The categorization of require-
ments was conducted in four steps. In the following, each step is
described in detail.

1. A preliminary categorization was performed to identify categorize
of interest to be analyzed in more detail.
An overall categorization of the entire set of requirements was
performed. The goal was to have a first categorization of the
requirements into classes of functional and quality require-
ments, and to explore a detailed classification. In this step, all
requirements were considered, not just QR. In the subsequent
steps, the effort is focused on the QR.

2. The emerging categories are discussed and consolidated.
The overall categorization was revised and consolidated. The
revision consisted of attaining orthogonal categories and agree-
ing on the meaning of the categories. The consolidation also
consisted of raising the level of confidence in the categories.
The subjectively perceived categorization confidence varied
from ‘‘very low’’ to ‘‘very high’’ in five levels. It was agreed that
the confidence should be at least judged ‘‘high’’ to be considered
acceptable. The categorization was performed by all three
researchers and discussed until an agreement was reached, so
called observer triangulation [32].

3. Detailed categorization, initial iteration.
After the identification of which categorize to collect in the sec-
ond step, a more detailed categorization of sub-domains, scales
and characteristics of the QR followed. During the first iteration,
the main goal was to get a first understanding of the QR. The
requirements categorization was performed (by all authors)
on different parts of the requirements specification in a random
manner. Then, the emerging categories and attributes (e.g. scale
and interval) were analyzed to derive a consistent and reliable
categorization. However, not all QR were categorized in this
step, as the purpose of step 3 was to derive a suitable and con-
sistent categorization of the detailed classification. The catego-
rization of all requirements was conducted in step 4. Similar to
step 2, observer triangulation was used to limit the influences of
the individual researcher on the requirements specification.

4. Final detailed categorization.
The purpose of step 4, the final detailed categorization iteration,
was to categorize all of the existing QR in the requirements
specification. This categorization provides the final result pre-
sented in Section 5. As in steps 2 and 3, observer triangulation
was used to make sure the categories were consolidated and
consistent before finalizing the last step.

In all four steps, the categorization was performed in parallel by
all three authors. In addition to the consolidation in the last three
steps to ensure consistent and reliable results, there was an over-
lap of the categorization among the three authors. As the four steps
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describe, the categories and the attributes were built up as the
study progressed, and instead of ‘‘forcing’’ a requirement into a cat-
egory and avoiding categorizing an aspect previously not per-
ceived, the categorization scheme was updated to ensure that as
many relevant suitable attributes and categories as possible were
discovered. Step 2 was mainly a learning step for the authors
where much of the time was spent on gaining a common under-
standing, and a good basis for the continuing of the study.

In the data analysis phase, content analysis [32] and descriptive
statistics [31], were used to identify patterns and interesting phe-
nomena, and complemented with examples of requirements to
provide further illustrations and background. Given the amount
of requirements and number of ways to dissect it, the analysis
was performed iteratively over a period of time.

4.2. Validity

In this section, threats to validity in relation to the research de-
sign and data collection are discussed. We consider the four per-
spectives of validity and threats as presented in Runeson et al. [33].

Construct validity regards if the measurements of a study corre-
late with the constructs of its research questions. In this study we
measure the number of FR and QR, the share of quantification of
QR, and the distribution over different QR categories. This threat
is addressed by observer triangulation. Three researchers have
independently classified all requirements, and most of them are
classified by at least two researchers. All three researchers re-
viewed both the overlaps and the uniquely categorized parts to en-
sure that the classifications are correct, accurate and reliable.

Reliability is concerned with to what extent the data and the
analysis are dependent on the specific researchers. This issue is ad-
dressed by having a mix of researchers (a practitioner, a senior re-
searcher and a junior researcher). An audit trail (research notes)
was kept, to enable the researchers to review the categorization
process. All interpretations were reviewed by all researchers to
identify non-uniform interpretation. All results are linked to the
underlying data to provide traceability and justification of inter-
pretations. The threat concerned with if the same result would
be found if re-doing the study, is mitigated by providing a detailed
description of the process of categorizing the requirements.

Internal validity concerns whether causal conclusions of a study
are warranted or if overlooked phenomena are involved in the cau-
sation. This study mainly describes the nature of artifacts of a case
and we do aim to find case-effect relations among constructs.

External validity is concerned with the ability to generalize the
results and to what extent the findings can be transferred to other
cases. This study is a single-case study and its aim is not to make
statistically valid conclusions outside this case, but to study this
particular case in-depth to understand and describe selected as-
pects in relation to the case context. The transferability of the re-
sults needs to be assessed by comparing this case with other
cases in future work. To support transferability we have included
case-specific characterizations of the context and system domain
(in consideration of confidentiality).
Fig. 1. Emerging categories with characteristics.
5. Results and analysis

The following three sub-sections present and discuss one re-
search question each, corresponding to the research questions in
Table 1.

5.1. Distribution of quality requirements (RQ1)

The requirements specification was analyzed and categorized in
detail, and the emerging categories (types and characteristics),
which are illustrated in Fig. 1, are a result of a long process. In
Fig. 1, we see that a requirement (R) can be one of the types func-
tional (FR) or quality (QR). Since the focus of this study is QR, FR
are not further broken down or analyzed.

A requirement has two characteristics, sub-domain and standard
(see Fig. 1). Sub-domain is a grouping of requirements into sub-
domains of applications, which are detailed in Table 7 in Appendix
A, for example, network access and multimedia. The characteristic
standard is a tagging whether or not the requirement is directly, or
indirectly referring to a specific standard. For example, to the 3GPP
standard, which is commonly used in the mobile handset domain,
or to a multimedia standard such as video encoding.

A quality requirement has an ISO 9126 characteristic. This char-
acteristic refers to the standard ISO 9126 [28] and is a mapping of
the QR to the ISO 9126 standard characteristics (Fig. 6, in Section
5.3, shows the ISO 9126 characteristics found in the requirements
specification). Although the ISO 9126 standard has been replaced
by ISO 25030 [34], ISO 9126 was chosen as the characteristics be-
cause of three reasons, (1) the quality model of ISO 25030 is based
on the ISO 9126, (2) ISO 9126 is more widespread in industry, and
most importantly, (3) the ISO 9126 standard is currently used at
the case company.

A quality requirement is further detailed into two types, quan-
tified quality requirements (QQR) and non-quantified quality require-
ments (NQQR). The QQR type is a quality requirement with a direct
quantification within the requirement, while a NQQR is a quality
requirement without metrics. A QQR has two characteristics:

� Scale – whether on a discrete or a continuous scale. Memories,
for example, are only available on a 2-multiple scale, e.g., 32
or 64 MB. Typically, 23 MB of memory do not exist. Hence,
memory size is a discrete scale. On the other hand, response
time is typically on a continuous scale, for example, 4.3 s or
22 ms.
� Interval – whether the metric is specified as one value, or as an

interval (one-sided or double-sided). A QR such as ‘‘Support for
encoding frame rate of 15 fps.’’ does not specify an interval; it is
an absolute value. On the other hand, ‘‘The platform shall sup-
port an online 90� image frame rate at minimum 15 fps.’’ is a
QQR with a one-sided interval, and ‘‘The frame rate change shall
be variable between 15 and five (5) fps.’’ is a double-sided
interval.

In total, the requirements specification contains 2178 require-
ments distributed over 20 sub-domains, where the number of
requirements per sub-domain varies from 10 to 447, which is illus-
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trated in Table 2 (FR & QR is a requirement that have both a func-
tional as well as a quality aspect, see Section 5.2). The majority of
the requirements are FR (62%), while 38% of the requirements con-
tain an aspect of quality, thus categorized as QR (total QR in
Table 2).

Looking at the distribution of types of requirements across the
different sub-domains, the results show that no sub-domain com-
pletely lacks QR (see Fig. 2). The median is that 35% of the require-
ments in each sub-domain are QR; however it varies across the
sub-domains. The sub-domain Network has the least percentage
(13%) of QR, while the Security sub-domain has the highest per-
centage of QR (92%).

An interesting finding from the categorization process is that
the use of standards is common. Standards are found in as many
as 38% (in 313 out of 827 QR) of the requirements. An example
of a how requirement with a reference to a standard can be
specified:

Example 1. Support for AMR-WB.

The support for a specific codec is a FR; however, the standard
may contain several other requirements, including both FR and
QR. Another example of how a requirement can be specified:

Example 2. Support for H.263 Profile 0, Level 10.

In Example 2, a specific quality level is explicitly pointed out;
hence it is a QQR. In addition, the support for H.263 is specified
in another (functional) requirement. A third example of how a
requirement (NQQR) with a reference to a standard can be
specified:

Example 3. The platform shall be R99 compliant.

Although the requirement in Example 3 is only one line, the R99
standard is huge and has large implications on the product. The
sub-domains that use most standard references are (see Table 3),
Messaging (80%), IMS (76%), and Memory (74%), while the sub-
domains with least references to a standard are, HW architecture
(0%), Audio (0%), Industrialization (0%), and UI (0%).

5.1.1. Discussion
In the analyzed requirements specification, 38% of all require-

ments (827 out of 2178 requirements) are QR, but the variation
across the sub-domains is large. The variation is related to number
Table 2
Distribution of requirements across the sub-domains.

Sub-domain FR and QR FR

Architecture 6 199
Audio 21 57
Camera 10 13
Connectivity 25 196
Display 1 19
HW architecture 0 1
IMS 14 22
Industrialization 2 40
Java 24 16
Memory 3 69
Messaging 2 23
Mobile TV 7 32
Multimedia 32 181
Network 7 181
Positioning 2 31
Power 6 23
Radio 125 185
Security 2 7
UI 1 21
Video telephony 4 35

Grand total 294 1351
of QR (from 4 to 262 QR), how QR are specified, and the types of QR
that exists. The differences among the sub-domains may be ex-
plained by (1) the technical differences between the sub-domains,
ranging from having a main emphasis on hardware, mixed hard-
ware and software, to mainly focusing on software, (2) level of
maturity, i.e., for how long requirements for a particular sub-
domain have been present in the software product, (3) available re-
sources in terms of practitioners working with requirements, and
(4) that some sub-domains may be more critical from a quality
viewpoint and more critical to important stakeholders than other
sub-domains. Despite the differences across the sub-domains, it
seems unlikely that it stems solely from their nature. It seems as
if there is a methodological problem as well, with an insufficient
support for working with QR. Especially since several sub-domains
are deficient on QR, or have a low quantification penetration for QR
that should be quantified.

The result that some sub-domains have many QR, while others
scarcely any suggests that the priority between FR and QR varies,
which is similar to the results in [6]. One predominant problem
with QR that may explain the difference of priorities between FR
and QR across the sub-domains is their propensity to impact larger
parts of a system, span over several (or almost all) FR. That is, some
sub-domains may not have the knowledge and understanding of
how to manage QR in practice, hence QR have a lower priority. An-
other possible explanation may be the understanding that FR rep-
resents new development that may have higher status than, e.g.
improving the performance of the system. In our results, 827 QR
(38% of all requirements) have been discovered and specified,
which suggests that many QR can, and have been elicited and spec-
ified. This result is neither inline with the results in [7] where QR
were found difficult to discover, if discovered at all, nor in line with
[15] that reports that QR are often overlooked.

Looking into the representation of QR, although the majority of
the QR are separated from FR, which is partly in line with [8] who
states that QR are usually separated from FR, 36% of all QR (294 out
of 827) are requirements with both a functional aspect, as well as a
quality aspect (see Example 5). Moreover, according to [8] and to
the IEEE Standard 830 – Recommended Practice for Software
Requirements Specifications [35], QR are listed separately under
different sections in the requirements specification, which is not
in line with our results where most QR and FR are grouped into
sub-domains based on different areas. In addition, the result that
QR Grand total Total QR (FR and QR + QR)

59 264 65
37 115 58
12 35 22
33 254 58
16 36 17

9 10 9
3 39 17

21 63 23
8 48 32

32 104 35
3 28 5
4 43 11

14 227 46
20 208 27

9 42 11
27 56 33

137 447 262
81 90 83

3 25 4
5 44 9

533 2178 827



1 Actual numbers will not be entered, for confidentiality reasons.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of FR and QR across the sub-domains.

Table 3
Use of standard references across the sub-domains.

Sub-domain No standard Standard Total QR

Architecture 54 11 65
Audio 58 0 58
Camera 18 4 22
Connectivity 18 40 58
Display 6 11 17
HW architecture 9 0 9
IMS 4 13 17
Industrialization 23 0 23
Java 11 21 32
Memory 9 26 35
Messaging 1 4 5
Mobile TV 9 2 11
Multimedia 32 14 46
Network 9 18 27
Positioning 4 7 11
Power 31 2 33
Radio 167 95 262
Security 43 40 83
UI 4 0 4
Video telephony 4 5 9

Grand total 514 313 827
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36% of all QR are a mix of FR and QR suggests that the elicitation of
QR and FR needs to be intertwined. This is in line with the elicita-
tion processes in [19,20], but not in line with Hassenzhal et al. [21]
who argues that QR, design approaches, and their relationships
should be gathered together, i.e., FR and QR should not be dealt
with within the same scope.

The use of standards specifically, but also how much informa-
tion, such as identification number, QR type, rationale, and origina-
tor, a requirement should be comprised of are proposed by some
authors, for example [36]. In practice, it is not possible to specify
every single detail. However, hiding requirements in standards,
or relying on implicit domain knowledge might be risky. It does;
however, not appear to change how requirements are written in
the analyzed requirements specification. It is not possible to iden-
tify any correlation between quantified QR and QR that refers to a
standard, or between standards and how requirements are written.

5.2. Specification of quality requirements (RQ2)

The requirements specification is written in structured natural
language where requirements are organized by the use of heading
hierarchies. In addition, all requirements are numbered with a un-
ique ID. In general, a requirement only contains a single require-
ment, i.e., two requirements are not written as one. The only
exception is the mixing of functional and quality aspects within
one requirement. Of all requirements (both FR and QR) in the
requirements specification, 14% are a mix of FR and QR, while
24% are ‘‘pure’’ QR. A mixed requirement has both the functional
part as well as a quality part included, for example:

Example 4 (Bluetooth). Support for multi-link. Clarification: X1

simultaneous links. (FR and QQR)
In Example 4, the functional part is multi-link, while the quality

aspect is the number of simultaneous links. Although this require-
ment is classified as QR, there is a functional aspect, which makes
the requirement a mixed requirement. However, for QR or require-
ments that have both a functional and quality aspect, typically
there are never multiple QR within one requirement. One reason
for this may be that the general view that each requirement should
preferably specify one, and only one function, which may also have
been transferred to the specification of QR. Fig. 3 shows the distri-
bution of mixed FR and QR across the sub-domains.

Although two requirements are never written as one require-
ment, it is not uncommon; however, to have multiple quality level
for one FR, for example:

Example 5. ‘‘The platform shall receive uncompressed data and
shall compress and save the data to desired JPEG size. Clarification:
It shall maximum XX s/megapixel to accomplish the whole process
for a YX M camera resolution.’’ (FR and QQR)

‘‘The platform shall receive uncompressed data and shall
compress and save the data to desired JPEG size. Clarification: It
shall take maximum XY s/megapixel to accomplish the whole
process for a YY M camera resolution.’’ (FR and QQR)

In addition, another way of specifying requirements in the
requirements specification is to write FR and QR separated:

Example 6 (Mobile TV). Support for Time Shift (playback with
delay). (FR)

The limit for the time shift buffer is available memory. (NQQR)
In Example 6, it has already been specified that there should be

a time buffer, thus the NQQR specifies the quality level for the time
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Fig. 3. Distribution of mixed (FR and QR) across the sub-domains.
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buffer. A third way of specifying a QR to a particular sub-domain is
to use the requirements specification’s heading hierarchy. In these
instances, the FR is not repeated, but there is one QR for each level
of quality. For example:

Example 7. Section 1.2.3. Audio A/D

Support for stereo A/D at 8 kHz. (QQR)

Support for mono A/D at 16 kHz. (QQR)

Example 7 shows the most common way of specifying QR, i.e.,
by the use of the heading hierarchy within the requirements spec-
ification. By specifying QR in this way, it is made implicit for what
the QR refers to.

When looking at the distribution of quantified and non-
quantified QR, we see that 56% of all QR are quantified with a direct
metric (QQR). However, the variance across the sub-domains is
large, which is illustrated in Fig. 4 (the numbers in each bar repre-
sents the number of QR in each category, e.g. Architecture has 9
quantified QR and 56 non-quantified QR).

In Fig. 4, the results show that the IMS sub-domain has no QQR at
all, and Security has a small portion of QR that are quantified. One rea-
son why IMS has no QQR may be due to many QR with a reference to a
standard, which may hide QQR. The Security sub-domain has many
specified QR that are not suitable to be quantified, for example:

Example 8. Support for X.509 certificates with MD2_RSA
signature.

Furthermore, looking into the distribution of QQR over ISO 9126
characteristics (see Fig. 5), eight ISO 9126 characteristics have no
QQR, e.g., Replaceability (sub characteristic of Portability) and
Understandability (sub characteristic of Usability), while Security
(sub characteristic of Functionality) has few QQR. Among the six
main characteristics of the ISO 9126 standard, Efficiency and Reli-
ability have many QQR, while Portability only has a few. Among
the sub-domains, the two sub-domains with most QQR are Multi-
media and Power (see Example 9 for an example of a QQR).

Example 9. Support for 2500 mA charge current.

QQR can either be specified using a single absolute value
(Example 10) or specified using an interval, single (Example 11)
or double-sided (Example 12), for example:
Example 10. Support for stereo D/A at 8 kHz. (Absolute, no
interval, discrete scale)
Example 11. The maximum delay from call answer is pressed to
opened audio paths is XY ms. (One-sided interval, continuous
scale)
Example 12. It shall be possible to dedicate a hostbuffer in RAM
that is configurable between X to Y MB for HDD. (Double-sided
interval, discrete scale)

Looking into how QQR are specified, 57% are specified with an
absolute value (like Example 10), 36% with a one-sided interval
(like Example 11), while only 7% with a double-sided interval (like
Example 12).

The sub-domains with most QQR using an interval are Industri-
alization and Power. On the other hand, the sub-domains Java and
UI only have QQR with absolute values. Looking at Table 4, as many
as 77% of the QQR are quantified using a continuous scale; how-
ever, there are sub-domains that mainly use a discrete scale to
quantify QR, Display (86% of the QQR are on a discrete scale), Mul-
timedia (81%), and Video telephony (80%). Areas that have many
quality requirements related to discrete units of information trans-
fer, such as streaming, may result in a natural inclination to include
discrete scale quantifications.

5.2.1. Discussion
In the literature, several authors [37–39] have used QR with

structured requirements representation notation, for example,
combining QR with use cases and misuse cases. However, not a sin-
gle use case, or misuse case were present in the analyzed require-
ments specification. One possible explanation may be that some
teams may not be used to template-oriented, detailed use cases,
but may prefer to use the idea of use cases on a higher level as a
gist for a usage context. Instead, all of the requirements in the
specification are written in natural language with a heading hierar-
chy where all requirements are numbered. However, linking or ref-
erences outside the heading hierarchy is seldom found. This leads
to two problematic situations:

� For mixed FR and QR, the functional part is sometimes repeated
several times for each quality level, which leads to redundant
text and updating problems.
� It is difficult to get an overview of QR associated with a FR.



Fig. 4. Distribution of QQR and NQQR across the sub-domains.
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Table 4
Distribution of QQR using continuous and discrete scales across the sub-domains.

Sub-domain Continuous Discrete Total QQR

Architecture 6 3 9
Audio 17 18 35
Camera 9 8 17
Connectivity 21 3 24
Display 2 12 14
HW architecture 4 0 4
IMS 0 0 0
Industrialization 13 0 13
Java 4 2 6
Memory 10 15 25
Messaging 1 2 3
Mobile TV 4 1 5
Multimedia 8 35 43
Network 11 1 12
Positioning 1 1 2
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The former is a compromise of readability and maintainability
of the specification. It is usually easier to read the FR and QR to-
gether, but it does tend to clutter the specification by repeating
requirements. The latter puts constraints on how relationships be-
tween requirements can be expressed in a usable manner. The
mixing of QR and FR may be explained by a lack of understanding
that the quality part can be considered to be a requirement on its
own.

The interdependencies among requirements can cause prob-
lems if ignored [6], which makes it difficult to specify crosscutting
concerns. Without a structure for specifying interdependencies
among requirements, cross-functional aspects might be difficult
to specify. As a work-around, there is a separate section on perfor-
mance in the analyzed requirements specification, which is sug-
gested by [9,35] for example:
Power 29 0 29
Radio 212 2 214
Security 1 2 3
UI 2 0 2
Video telephony 1 4 5

Grand total 356 109 465
Example 13.

2. Performance
. . .

2.3 FM-Radio
. . .

2.3.4 FM-radio Record

Listening to FM-radio with Bluetooth headset and record from

the radio at the same time.
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Use case extension: handling an incoming call (e.g., MP3
ringtone) without stopping the recording.
Table 5
ISO 9126 characteristics not present in the requirements specification.

ISO 9126 characteristic ISO 9126 sub characteristic

Maintainability Analyzability
Stability
Maintenance compliance

Portability Replaceability
Installability
Co-existence

Reliability Recoverability
Reliability compliance

Usability Learnability
Usability compliance
The problem with this work-around is that not all requirements
on a specific subject, e.g. the FM-radio in Example 13, are specified
at the same place in the specification. Some requirements on the
FM-radio are in the FM-radio section and some are found in the
Performance section. The lack of a good overview of all QR related
to a FR might lead to missing QR, as the completeness may be more
difficult to assess. For QR, the problem becomes even more severe
compared to interdependencies between FR since QR are typically
crosscutting and affects other QR as well as FR, both in a positive
and negative way. By explicitly documenting interdependencies
between QR, it becomes easier to see through the crosscutting as-
pects [6]. In the analyzed requirements specification, both implicit
interdependencies exist and cause problems as well as an inade-
quate structure forcing cumbersome explicit handling, e.g. through
repetition of requirements or deep hierarchies. However, it still
needs to be proven to be cost-effective before explicit handling
of interdependencies can be said to be a general recommendation
in industry.

It is sometimes suggested that all QR should be quantified, e.g.,
in ISO/IEC 9126 [28]. In the analyzed requirements specification,
56% (465 out of 827) of all QR are quantified. The results show that
the quantification is given without an interval and a rationale,
which is in line with [17]. Without a rationale and an interval,
the developers are left guessing why a specified level of quality
was chosen, and how to handle even a small deviation from the
target when testing even with quantified QR. Furthermore, our
study shows that there is a lack of information, such as intervals
and rationales, to deduct when the quality level is reached, sug-
gesting that the observations by Berntsson Svensson et al. [18]
can be confirmed in this case study. Moreover, Berntsson Svensson
et al. found that quality requirements are sometimes specified in a
quantifiable manner [6], which is in line with the findings in pre-
sented in this paper. Although many QR are quantified in the ana-
lyzed requirements specification, several QR are not quantified,
and likely should not be quantified.

One possible explanation of why there is a difference across the
sub-domains in terms of number of quantified QR may be related to
requirements prioritization. It may be easier to prioritize a binary
decision of including or excluding a FR compared to prioritizing
the level of quality for a QR on a continuous scale, i.e. should the
performance level be 1.5 s, 1.3 s or 2.0 s? The sub-domains Radio,
Power, and Multimedia have most QQR among the sub-domains.
One explanation may be the nature of these sub-domains that
makes it easier to quantify QR. For example, Multimedia includes
streaming video, encoding and decoding of bit rates, Radio includes
radio frequencies, and Power includes charging, battery consump-
tion, which are all rather easy to quantify. Based on the findings,
there are many examples in this specification where quantification
is not appropriate. Security, for example, is one sub-domain (and
ISO 9126 characteristic) that sticks out with a low number of QQR
(see Fig. 5). Also areas such as portability and maintainability have
few QQR, suggesting that NQQR are also a relevant part of the pro-
cess and the specification. Therefore, focusing solely on quantifying
QR, as in the Gilb style method [10] and the QUPER model [27], is
inadequate if applied at the case company. To be able to improve
the specification of the QR that should be quantified, a structured
and systematic method may help in achieving the quantification.

There are large differences in how the quantified QR are written.
It does not always make sense to quantify QR by using an interval
(one-sided or double-sided), e.g. sampling frequency. For memo-
ries, for example, only specific sizes exist. It is not possible to have
35 MB of memory, it is either 32 or 64 MB. Therefore, depending on
the nature of the specific QQR, the quantification will be different.
How QQR are specified impacts other parts of the development
process in addition to the specification. For example, when priori-
tizing how much memory there should be in a product in the mo-
bile handset domain (more memory means higher cost) the
practitioners are faced with a discrete scale. Moreover, during
requirements testing, the use of interval quantification can be vital
to assess the outcome of the test case. It is rarely the case that, e.g.,
4.2 s, is the only acceptable outcome. Perhaps anything between 4
and 5 s is ok. Hence, using intervals in the QQR clarifies how to
interpret the test case outcome. Furthermore, intervals can provide
a direction on when, for example, to stop improving the perfor-
mance. For example, if the target is less than 10 s and the current
performance are at 1 s, it is unlikely that further improvements
will improve the return on investment. Although better perfor-
mance is in general better, improving performance beyond certain
levels will not increase the value for the end customer [27]. By add-
ing a double-sided QQR, it is clearer when further improvements
will not increase the market value.

5.3. Existing types of quality requirements (RQ3)

The domain-specific categorization (see Fig. 1) that was devel-
oped for the case company in this study contains five types of
requirements, 20 sub-domains (see Table 7 in Appendix A), and
information about the quantification of QR (see Section 5.1). The
developed sub-domains (see Table 7 in Appendix A) of the specific
categorization are comparable to the ISO 9126 sub-characteristic,
though they may be on different dimensions. Hence, they are com-
plementary, as opposed to competing. To assign an ISO 9126 charac-
teristic and sub-characteristic to a QR requires both understanding
of the QR as well as the ISO 9126 characteristic. The main problem
experienced with the ISO 9126 categorization is that often several
of the ISO 9126 characteristics are candidates. In the studied
requirements specification, ten ISO 9126 sub-characteristics are
not present (see Table 5). In addition, an ISO 9126 sub-characteristic
could not be determined for some QR. Instead, only the top-level
characteristic is assigned.

Fig. 6 shows which ISO 9126 characteristics and sub-character-
istics that are present in the different sub-domains, while Table 6
shows the distribution of QQR and NQQR across the ISO/IEC 9126
sub-characteristics. Fig. 6 and Table 6 show that 39% of the QR
are in the Efficiency characteristic and 35% in Functionality. In to-
tal, 11% of the QR could not be assigned to any ISO 9126 character-
istic and is marked ‘‘N/A’’ in Fig. 6 and Table 6.

Looking at Table 6 and Fig. 6, it is not surprising that all sub-char-
acteristics of the Efficiency characteristic are present in the require-
ment specification, since efficiency is central to the mobile phone. It
is a small-embedded system, with an ever increasing amount of
uses, pushing the boundaries for that the hardware can deliver. Also,
being a telecommunications domain, following standards are cen-
tral, a major part of the Functionality characteristic. A surprising
finding was the lack of maintainability requirements, particular
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Table 6
Distribution of QQR and NQQR across ISO/IEC 9126 characteristics.

ISO/IEC 9126 sub-characteristics QQR NQQR QR

Efficiency 0 5 5
Efficiency compliance 0 1 1
Resource utilization 70 8 78
Time behavior 194 45 239
Efficiency total 264 59 323

Accuracy 37 2 39
Functionality 0 4 4
Functionality compliance 32 54 86
Interoperability 4 7 11
Security 3 90 93
Suitability 16 37 53
Functionality total 92 194 286

Changeability 15 14 29
Testability 7 19 26
Maintainability total 22 33 55

NA 67 26 93
NA total 67 26 93

Adaptability 2 21 23
Portability 0 1 1
Portability compliance 0 3 3
Replaceability 0 7 7
Portability total 2 32 34

Fault tolerance 0 4 4
Maturity 1 0 1
Reliability total 1 5 5

Attractiveness 7 3 10
Operability 10 10 20
Understandability 0 1 1
Usability total 17 14 31

Grand total 465 362 827
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since the development methodology at the case company follows a
platform principle; hence reuse of the same platform for many
products.
5.3.1. Discussion
To assess a requirements specification for quality of the QR, a

detailed analysis is needed. As seen in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, there
are large differences across the requirements specification. There-
fore, a standard set of categories is likely to be too general to be use-
ful, not only for practitioners, but also for researchers. Using a
generic standard such as the ISO/IEC 9126 does have drawbacks.
As the requirements specification is not written with the standard
in mind, many QR can be classified as several characteristics and
sub-characteristics. Hence, for the sake of the categorization, the
characteristic that all authors felt was the most appropriate was cho-
sen. This indicates that a tailored model may be more appropriate
than the use of a standard model, which is also found in
[20,29,40]. Furthermore, the ‘‘common language’’ proposed by ISO/
IEC 9126 do not have a standard interpretation, hence, ISO/IEC
9126 in its present form does not achieve any of its objectives [29],
which is in line with the results in this study. One possible explana-
tion may be that the practitioners do not know about the ISO 9126
standard’s definition of different QR, or maybe the definitions of
the different QR characteristics are not important to practitioners
in an industrial context.

Moreover, Berntsson Svensson et al. found that there may be a
possible mismatch between the established academic interpreta-
tion of quality characteristics of ISO/IEC9126 and the industrial
interpretation of it [18]. The possible identified mismatch in [18]
may be an explanation of why it was difficult to classify each QR into
the ISO 9126 standard’s characteristics and sub-characteristics.
Especially, our results indicate that there is a need to tailor the
breakdown of quality attributes to the domain in question. Although
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a domain-specific method for categorizing QR requires an initial tai-
loring to be useful, once the categorization scheme is defined, the
method can be reasonably reliable and efficient.

Looking into the types of QR that are present in the require-
ments specification, the results show that efficiency requirements
(323 of 827) are the most specified QR type in the requirements
specification, followed by functionality (286 of 827) requirements,
which is not in line with the findings in de la Vara et al. [25] who
found that performance requirements are the third most frequent
specified QR type. The most frequent QR type in [25] is usability
followed by maintainability. While de la Vara et al. [25] collected
the subjects’ opinions, we have studied which QR types are actu-
ally specified in a real requirements specification, which may ex-
plain the difference between the studies.

Among the sub-characteristics in Table 6 (excluding the NA cat-
egory), the most frequently specified QR types are: (1) Time behav-
ior (239 of 827), (2) Security (93 out of 827), and (3) Functionality
compliance (86 out of 827). The frequency of specified time behav-
ior and security requirements implies that these are the most
important types of QR to specify, which is not in line with the re-
sults in Johansson et al. [22] who found that reliability is the most
important QR. In addition, only five reliability requirements are
present in the analyzed requirements specification. The difference
between the studies may be explained by the collected data, i.e. we
have analyzed a real requirements specification from industry and
looked into the actual specified QR, while Johansson et al. [22] have
asked subjects’ opinions about the importance of different types of
QR. Moreover, Leung found that the two most important types of
QR are availability and accuracy [23], which is not in line with
our results. In addition, Leung found that performance require-
ments (time behavior) are only considered the fifth most impor-
tant quality aspect. The difference between the studies may be
explained by the focus, i.e. we focused on a case company in a
B2B domain using a sub-contractor requirements specification,
while Leung [23] focused on intranet applications. The importance
of performance requirements is in line with the findings for B2B
companies in Berntsson Svensson et al. [6], which may be ex-
plained by the focus of the study. The case company’s require-
ments specification in our study is in the B2B domain, and the
study by Berntsson Svensson et al. [6] is the only one to analyze
the importance of QR based on type of customers. In addition,
usability requirements were not considered as important for B2B
companies in [6], which is in line with our results.
6. Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper presents the results of an empirical
study that examines how QR are specified in industrial practice
at a case company in the mobile handset domain. Data is collected
from a requirements specification written in structured natural
language that contains 2178 requirements, where 827 (38%) are
QR.

In relation to RQ1, how QR are distributed in a requirements
specification, the findings reveal that there is a large variation
across the different sub-domains. The variation is related to num-
ber of QR (ranging from 4 to 262 QR), existing QR types, and how
QR are specified, e.g., number of NQQR, QQR, and use of standard
references. This variation can to some part be explained by the
characteristics of the different sub-domains. However, the results
indicate that there is a lack of a systematic method for QR, espe-
cially since some areas have deficiencies when it comes to QR.

Although relatively many QR exists in the requirements specifi-
cation, there are areas of improvement. For example, there are very
few maintainability requirements in the requirements specifica-
tion. As the case study company employs a platform development
approach, maintainability is a key factor in keeping high quality
and reducing effort of using the same platform for several prod-
ucts. It may be, though, that maintainability requirements are hid-
den in other quality requirements such as portability and
functionality. Standards are commonly used in all types of require-
ments in the case company’s requirements specification. However,
the phenomena is not well understood when it comes to problems
and implications of hiding requirements within standards.

The findings for RQ2, quantification of QR, show that 56% (465
out of 827) of all QR are quantified. This, and other variations
across the sub-domains, suggest that methods for QR need to be
able to cope with a variety of QR types. Solely focusing on, for
example, quantifying QR might overlook important requirements.

The specification is written in structured natural language with-
out explicit specification of interdependencies among require-
ments. As QR typically crosscut a functional decomposition, the
lack of referencing structure creates obstacles. For example, FR
are sometimes repeated several times for each associated QR. An-
other example is having a separate section for crosscutting con-
cerns, apart from the functional structure of the specification.
This causes problems with getting an overview of QR, which may
lead to deficiencies in completeness and even contradicting
requirements, discovered late in the process. In addition, this
may lead to a maintainability problem, as requirements on one
subject are spread out in the specification with little or no support
for finding them in the specification. Hence, practitioners are reli-
ant on the human factor to find the interdependencies among
requirements. By improving the structure for specifying relation-
ships among requirements, many positive effects could potentially
be seen.

In relation to RQ3, existing types of QR in the requirements
specification, the findings reveal that performance requirements
are the most frequently specified type of QR in the requirements
specification, which is not surprising considering the developed
software products (small embedded system) at the case company.
In addition, several of the characteristics and sub-characteristics of
ISO/IEC 9126 does not exist in the requirements specification, and
as many as 11% of all QR could not be classified in any of the char-
acteristics in the ISO/IEC 9126 standard. Using standard methods
such as ISO/IEC 9126 may be difficult as it fails to incorporate do-
main specific aspects relevant for a successful approach. Moreover,
the use of ISO/IEC 9126 was more time consuming and less reliable
than the tailored categories. Therefore, a general conclusion is that
for a method to be successful, it is important that it is flexible en-
ough to handle the diverse nature of QR. This impacts all areas of
RE, starting with elicitation and analysis to specification and
validation.

To complement this study, an interview study with sub-domain
experts would improve the understanding of the rationale behind
the specifications of requirements. The impact of standards on
the requirements practice is only briefly analyzed in this study.
Therefore, to further understand the impact of standards, inter-
views with practitioners are recommended. Moreover, further case
studies are needed in other domains and on other requirements
specifications to enable generalization outside the domain of this
study.

Writing requirements in a structured natural language form is
commonly used in industry. Despite many years of traceability re-
search and research on dependencies among requirements, the
state of practice still struggle with complex interdependencies
among requirements. Therefore, it would be interesting to analyze
requirements specifications focused on explicit and implicit inter-
dependencies among requirements in general, and QR in particu-
lar. This can be performed as a document analysis study and
complemented with interviews to get a comprehensive under-
standing of the problems. It is also important when evaluating



Table 7
Overview of sub-domains.

Sub-domain Description

Architecture Architecture includes requirements on the architecture as such, e.g. API requirements or componentization of software
Audio Requirements related recording and playback of audio are found in this sub-domain, e.g. sampling rate or number of speakers
Camera Camera includes requirements on the camera and its interfaces, e.g. resolution support and encoding of pictures
Connectivity Requirements related to local connectivity, e.g. USB or Bluetooth™, as opposed to connections to the mobile phone network
Display Display includes requirements on e.g. color depth, resolution or number of displays
HW architecture Hardware requirements or mechanical requirements, e.g. component height or pin compatibility, are associated with the HW architecture sub-

domain
IMS The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a framework for delivering Internet Protocol (IP) multimedia services to mobile devices, such as voice or chat

applications
Industrialization Industrialization includes requirements related to production of devices in factory, such as time to download software to the devices and test log

requirements
Java Java includes requirements on which Java APIs to support, such as JSR-135, and on behavior of java applications, such as memory requirements
Memory Requirements on memories, e.g. RAM bit order or flash memories error handling, found in the Memory sub-domain
Messaging Requirements on e.g. SMS or e-mail, are found in the Messaging sub-domain
Mobile TV Mobile TV includes requirements on Mobile-TV enables, such as broadcast standard and recording requirements
Multimedia Multimedia application requirements, such as encoding and decoding standard and bit rate of video, are part of the Multimedia sub-domain
Network Requirements related to GSM or UMTS network access, both circuit-switched as well as packet-switched, are part of the Network sub-domain
Positioning Positioning related requirements, e.g. GPS and emergency location services, are found in the Positioning sub-domain
Power Power includes requirements on charging, batteries, etc
Radio Everything surrounding radio access protocols, such as sensitivity and frequencies, are part of the Radio sub-domain
Security Security includes requirements on Security, such as encryption and identification of users
UI UI include requirements in, for example, input, such as simultaneous key presses, and output, such as mechanical feedback
Video telephony Video telephony related requirements, such as resolution on a video call and protocols, are part of the Video Telephony sub-domain
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methodologies for dependencies among requirements to keep in
mind the return of investment. It is not obvious that adding expli-
cit dependencies will be beneficial when analyzing the complete
development process, since maintainability problems may occur.
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